ROSS EMBLETON

CREATING AND
FINISHING CENTRALLY
Set-Up Area: Up to full pitch Equipment: Balls, bibs, cones
two small target goals, two full size goals
Number of players: Up to 14 players + 2 goalkeepers
Session time: Attacking Through The Middle - 30 mins,
Finishing - 15 mins, Combining To Attack - 15 mins,
Small-Sided Game - 15 mins

Ball Movement
Player Movement

ATTACKING THROUGH THE MIDDLE
Set up in the final third of the pitch with a goal and
a goalkeeper positioned as normal. Three small
target goals are positioned outside the penalty area,
as shown. Mark out two zones in front of the goal.
Outer Zone
Both zones are the same width as the six•yard box
but the inner zone is 14 yards deep from the goal line
Inner Zone
and the outer zone is 12 yards deep starting from just
inside the penalty area. The two zones are separated
by a 'dead zone' of two yards.
12 outfield players are split into a light blue
attacking team of six players and a dark blue
defending team of four, plus two orange target
players. Attack and defence play 3v2 in each zone,
with orange target players positioned either side of
the small target goal. Play each round with three separate attacks as outlined below.
Attack 1 starts with the coach (in light grey) on the outside of the penalty area who serves a ball into one of the
three attacking players in the outer zone. The aim is for the attackers to utilise the 3v3 overload to create an
opportunity to strike at goal from the outer zone, ie outside the penalty area.
Attack 2 starts by the same coach passing into an attacker in the outer zone, and this time the aim is to find a
pass forward into an attacking teammate in the inner zone. The three attackers in the inner zone then try to
combine to create a goalscoring opportunity.
Attack 3 starts with the coach to the side of the goal playing into the inner zone for one of the attackers to
produce a quick one-touch finish.
In all three attacks the defenders should try to defend centrally and block any goal attempts. If they win
possession of the ball at any time, their aim is to try and pass the ball into one of the small target goals as
quickly as possible. They can also use the two target players to 'bounce' the ball off before attempting to finish
in any of the target goals. If necessarily, the orange target players can move along the line or on to the pitch to
change the angle of their bounce passes.

FINISHING PRACTICE

Set up in the penalty area with a goal and a
goalkeeper positioned as normal, with the 'inner
zone' still marked out.
Five outfield players are split into a light blue
attacking team of three players and a dark blue
defending team of two. Each round consists of four
separate attacks with the aim of getting the
attackers to practice shooting at goal from central
positions. It also enables players to think about
angled passes and straight runs, and about straight
passes and angled runs.
Attack 1 sees an attacker pass into his teammate in
the inner zone, who turns and strikes at goal. The
striker can be 'pressed' by the defenders, but only
after the striker has taken a first touch.
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FINISHING PRACTICE continued
Attack 2 begins immediately the first ball becomes dead. Another forward passes a second ball into the striker
inside the inner zone. This time the striker drops to receive the ball in a deeper position before turning and
shooting at goal.
Attack 3 begins immediately the second ball becomes dead. The third ball is passed down the outside
shoulder of the defender and into the path of the striker who has made a darting diagonal run in behind the
defenders. The striker can try to let the ball run across his body before finishing first time.
Attack 4 is played when the fourth and final ball is played into the striker after making a run across the face of
a defender with the aim of once again finishing with a first-time strike at goal.

COMBINING TO ATTACK
Set up in the final third with a goal and a goalkeeper
positioned as usual, working within the outer zone
from the first practice with three attackers and two
defenders.
Each round consists of three separate attacks and
the aim is for the attacking team to practice
attacking in 1v1s, 3v1s and 3v2s. If shooting from the
outer zone, they have unlimited touches, but any
shot taken closer to the goal must be first-time.
Attack 1 starts when the coach plays the first ball
into one of the three attackers, up against the two
defenders in the outer zone. In this example the
attacker attempts to take the defender on in a 1v1
with the aim of getting the shot off at goal.
Attack 2 begins when a second ball is played into the attackers who find a way to utilise the 2v1 or 3v2
overloads within the outer zone to find the free player who can then strike at goal.
Attack 3 begins with a third ball being served into an attacking player who then looks to play a pass in behind
a blue defender for an attacking teammate who has made a diagonal run to receive and finish. If the run takes
the attacking player outside of the outer zone, the shot must be taken first-time.

SMALL-SIDED GAME
Set up on a full pitch, divided into three equal zones with sidelines marked the same width as the penalty
areas to ensure central attacks are created, relevant to the previous practices. Two 7v7 teams, plus a
goalkeeper each, play a directional game. Both teams have three players each in the central zone and two in
the end zones. Play starts with the goalkeeper with the aim of building an attack through the thirds. If the ball
is played forward into the next zone, one player can follow to join in and create an overload. Players can also
dribble the ball into the next zone. Players can rotate when their team is in possession, dropping back with the
ball from a higher zone. Only one extra player can be in the overloaded zone at one time.

COACHING POINTS
From the attackers:
Good 1v1 play and quick combinations around the box.
Demonstrate sharp reactions and a ruthless attitude to finishing, particularly in a crowded penalty area.
Different types of finishing and the attacker's ability to play with their back to goal.
From the defenders:
Remain compact and react quickly to block attempts at goal.
Defend the middle of the goal and demonstrate speed at making contact quickly in the area.
When gaining possession, particularly in the first practice, hit the target goals quickly on the counter-attack.
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